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PROGRAM

Our Designer in Residence program

helps you go beyond your daily

operations and challenges your

company to explore future products,

services and experiences which many

companies don't otherwise have the

resources to explore themselves..



PUSH

BOUNDAR I E S

Our network enables us to

bring together designers,

engineers, academics and
artists to create

opportunities for industry to

experiment, explore and

disrupt their current

practices and future

offerings using new and

upcoming technologies and

design practices. 

We work at the intersection

of technology and people,

bringing together

interdisciplinary perspectives

to push creative,

technological and

innovation boundaries.

After working in industry for

more than 15 years with

everyone from 2 person

startups to pharmaceuticals,

we’ve seen that companies

need to focus on their daily

operations and

unfortunately have little or

no time for future planning,

forecasting, and developing

of new products and

services.
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I NVES T  I N  YOUR

FUTURE  PRODUCTS

AND  SERV I CES

Inviting a Designer in

Residence into your

company jump-starts

your future. Together,

we establish ambitions,

a road map, and

direction for your future

while positioning your

company as a leader in

your field and within

design and technology.

We ensure that time is

used effectively to

minimize your resource

expenditure. In close

collaboration with your

team, we inspire new

thinking, influence your

company culture and

invest in building your

company’s future, with

and for you.

Utilizing cutting-edge

research and design

practices, we explore an

area defined with you,

and create the basis for

a case study which

demonstrates to your

customers that you

work in the intersection

of people and

tomorrow’s technology.
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Y O U ' R E  B U S Y ,  S O  
W E  F A C I L I T A T E  T H E  P R O C E S S .  



This concept is inspired by

“Artist in Residence” programs

such as those at Microsoft

Research which explore areas

such as AI, embedded sensor

technologies, emotion / affective

computing, or computer vision;

or those at V&A (Victoria and

Albert Museum) where they

focus on collaborations with

scholars, artists, designers and

makers to explore new ways of

“studying, displaying and

accessibly storing its

collections.”. 

I N SP I RED

BY

THOUGHT

LEADERS

Artist in Residence programs are

used worldwide by a variety of

companies to explore potential

futures and create products and

experiences that the company

otherwise might not have

resources to create alone.
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1, 2, or 3 month residency (6 and 12 months are

available for certain projects)

62.000DKK per month (8,330 EUR)

2-3 days spent in the office with your team (virtual

residences are also available on demand) 

1-2 days spent off-site in FabLabs or research labs

working on prototypes or gaining new knowledge

Weekly inspiration and knowledge sharing sessions

with team members

Presentation of Reports (1 per month) focusing on

emerging trends, technologies and design

methodologies that the company can use in their

current and future projects and offerings

3 Prototypes produced (early mockup, mid-level

explorative and functional, and “final” demonstrative

prototype). The complexity of these increases

depending on the length of the residency

Case Study co-written with the company and

produced as a 90 second promotional video, and

downloadable PDF

HOW  I T  WORKS

contact@kintsugi-design.com
www.kintsugi-design.com

+45 28 64 45 29

Copenhagen | Thy | London 
| Reykavik | New York | Remote



THE

COL LECT I VE

Our studio is more than one person or one place. It is a

network built over 15 years of creative explorers who push

the boundaries of design, technology, art and products. 

We have different cultural and designerly ways of

experiencing the world and this gives us a unique

perspective: we come into the projects which make most

sense for each of our strengths  - giving you the best team

possible for your project. 

Dr. Vanessa Julia Carpenter,

Founder & Design Researcher.

Strengths: Design, Hardware,

Strategy.

Dzl Møbius, Inventor and Digital

Fabrication Specialist. Strengths:
Electronics, Robotics, Mechanics.

Amos Timi Oyedeji, multi-

disciplinary Design Technologist.

Strengths: Forecasting, research

and mechatronics.

Sandra Pétursdóttir, jewellery &

wearables designer and concept

developer. Strengths: Design,

Illustration, Photography.

Niklas Buhl, IT Developer and

Technology Literacy Advocate.

Strengths: IT and Embedded

Systems, Design Engineer.

Sophi Kravitz, Hardware

developer and business

strategist. Strengths: Electronics
prototyping and business

development.  


